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Mission Statement
New digital and continuous manufacturing methods (e.g. 3D concrete printing) enable load-path-oriented (form follows force) and thus material-minimised designs. However, current textile reinforcements are not suitable for continuous production of complex geometries. Due to their offline consolidation, they lose any form flexibility, which is a basic prerequisite for the realisation of complex free-formed structures. Following the example of discontinuous reinforced concrete production, impregnated textile reinforcements in the form of mats, rolls or flexurally rigid preformed reinforcement cages have been developed to date in order to produce prefabricated carbon concrete components using established production processes. A material-specific and technological solution of an impregnated textile reinforcement, which enables an inline integration into new digital and continuous production methods, does not exist until today. However, this is essential for the large-scale utilisation of these new manufacturing methods (3D concrete printing and extrusion). In addition, new discontinuous production methods, such as the folding of concrete in a green stand, will be raised to a new development level by the results. Until now, only unimpregnated textiles could be used for this purpose, which have a significantly lower composite tensile strength.
Figure 1: Aim of project B02

**Approach**

The approach is based on a targeted temporal shift of the forming and consolidation step by means of prepreg resin systems into the new manufacturing processes of the carbon concrete elements. Prepreg systems are pre-impregnated textiles whose consolidation takes place specifically via a predefined curing mechanism at a predefined time. In addition to established curing mechanisms such as heat or UV radiation, new approaches such as activation via the alkalinity of the concrete, microwaves and induction are also being considered for inline production of carbon concrete. In addition to the chemical and physical interactions between the prepreg resin systems and the concrete matrix (keyword: cross-linking kinetics), the influence of the different curing mechanisms on the hydration of the concrete matrix and which process-related limitations exist with regard to geometry and production speeds are also being scientifically investigated.
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